
FYI, here are the amendments included in the pending Reid amendment, on 
which cloture will ripen tomorrow. 

  

Amendments included in Reid Amendment #1761: 

  

1513 Barrasso , as modified (expanding national goals to include expediting 
project delivery) 

1522 Nelson (NE) (increasing threshold for weight of idle reduction devices on 
trucks) 

1543 Franken/Blunt (using NHPP funds for Federal-aid bridges not on the NHS) 

1549 Cardin/Cochran, as modified (local community access to transportation 
enhancement, SRTS, and RTP funding) 

1550 Cardin (coordination between Sec. of Transportation for Defense Access 
Roads)   

1553 Cardin (access roads eligible for ADHS funding) 

1595 Coburn/McCain, as modified (Highway Trust Fund expenditures report) 

1602 Merkley (Emergency Relief funding eligible for debris removal) 

1603 Merkley (Federal Land Access Transportation Facilities eligible for 
Emergency Relief funding) 

1623 Hutchison/Cornyn, as modified (Interstate System designation standards) 

1628 Rubio, as modified (merged with 1735 Nelson (FL)) (consideration of 
evacuation routes) 

1630 Landrieu (matches 1699 Murray) (to protect TMP funding from NHPP 
penalties) 



1632 Udall (NM) (to include state representatives of non-motorized users in 
safety and planning processes) 

1639 Klobuchar/Sessions (to establish best practices for implementing safety 
improvements on high-risk rural roads) 

1643 Snowe (to expand eligibilities under the scenic byways program) 

1644 Snowe/Whitehouse/Collins/Sanders/Reed/Shaheen, as modified (flexibility 
for use of CMAQ funds) 

1651 Begich, as modified (including travel and tourism in the scope of the 
planning processes) 

1656 Toomey, as modified (to exempt historic signs from retroreflectivity 
standards) 

1658 Rubio, as modified (improved coordination for multi-modal projects) 

1659 Rubio (reports on grants awarded under the PNRS program) 

1666 Carper/Alexander/Boozman (including electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure as explicitly eligible for CMAQ funding) 

1671 Carper, as modified (to correct provisions related to clean construction 
equipment) 

1672 Merkley, as modified (to improve the movement of freight on the national 
freight network) 

1674 Casey/Udall (NM) (to ensure competition for the use of frequencies in any 
tolling or vehicle to vehicle technologies)      

1675 Casey (To provide for the study of additives to improve the durability of 
surface transportation infrastructure)      

1676 Sanders (to clarify and improve the Emergency Relief program)    

1683 Schumer (To clarify the air quality and congestion reduction performance 
targets for the CMAQ program)    



1691 Schumer (To focus on highway bridge infrastructure research)   

1696 Kohl, as modified (data reporting requirements) 

1697 Kohl, as modified (Include transportation activities carried out by recipients 
using grant under Older Americans Act) 

1700 Casey, as modified (high-speed rail equipment) 

1719 Schumer (funding for technologies that detect drug impairment) 

1722 Lieberman/Collins, as modified (Transportation and HS enter interagency 
agreement for disaster relief) 

1726 Blumenthal, as modified (rental truck accident study) 

1734 Nelson (FL), as modified (to require an additional focus on older drivers if 
fatality rate increases) 

1751 Schumer, as modified (safety performance rating system for motorcoach 
services)) 

1752 Snowe, Cardin, Klobuchar, Rubio, Rockefeller, Wicker, Merkley, Blumenthal 
(Study on members of Armed Services and  veterans obtaining commercial 
driver’s licenses) 

  

 

 


